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In America, parents have a tradition of “helping out” their 
children. But it is assumed that the need for this help ends 
at some point, typically when the child graduates from 

college. 

Today, these traditions are changing. What we have now is an 
older generation that has lived frugally, paid off and avoided 
debt, and as a result they have accumulated a nest egg. The 
younger generations have never saved much, if anything; have 
relied on credit to maintain a lifestyle to which they have become 
accustomed, but which they have never been able to afford; and 
as a result they have little savings and a great deal of debt. 

Because of these dynamics, and because of the current 
economic climate, in more and more families, adult children 
of all ages are asking their parents for financial assistance. How 
these requests are handled can have far-reaching implications, 
and should be well thought out before being implemented.

[In this article the terms parents and children will be used for 
convenience. The same concerns and issues could arise in any 
intergenerational financial relationship, such as grandparents 
and grandchildren.]

Distinguishing Between Loans, Gifts and Advances 
Whether it is a one-time event, such as helping pay for a child’s 
legal fees while they are going through a divorce, or periodic 
assistance with paying the bills, parents should be clear about 
the nature of the arrangement. Specifically, is this a loan, an 
advance or a gift?

Calling it a loan means there is an intention to pay it back. 
If you are going to treat the arrangement as a loan, you must 
be clear about the terms. When do payments start?  What 
if payments are not made on time? Is the loan secured or 
unsecured? 

Loans need to be in writing. That way, if something happens 
to the parents, they die or become incompetent, the borrower-
child cannot suggest that the obligation didn’t exist or that the 
loan had been repaid. Good records are critical.

An advance means there is no obligation to pay the parents 
back while they are alive, but that when they die the share that 
would otherwise pass to the child is reduced so that the other 
children are made whole. While it is not necessary to amend 
your will or trust to make an advance legally enforceable, it is 
necessary that it be in writing and signed at least by the parents, 
if not by the child as well.

A gift means there is no intention for the amount to be repaid, 
and there is no requirement that the gift be offset against the 
share that the child receives at the death of the parents. A 
writing indicating that this is the understanding is important 
for these situations so that there is no concern among the 
other children that the gift should be offset. Children tend to 
believe (and the law tends to assume) that all parents intend 
their children to receive equal shares at death. While parents are 
free to do whatever they want with their estates, when there is 
something other than equal division (including lifetime gifts), a 
writing from the parent is the best way to avoid family conflicts. 
Of course, issues arising as a result of gifts to one child can also 
be remedied by making equivalent lifetime gifts to all children.

It is also important to remember that parents of advanced 
age should be very cautious about loans, gifts or advances to 
children, as such arrangements can have negative implications 
should they subsequently seek assistance for their care costs 
from Medicaid. Medicaid programs have complicated rules that 
can cause elders to be ineligible for benefits when they have 
made gifts prior to applying for benefits.

Becoming the Bank
On occasion the request for loans to children can involve 
substantial funds. Some children look to parents to finance 
their homes, business ventures or other large outlays. Unless 
the parents have significant wealth, falling into the trap of 
becoming the bank for your children should be avoided. 

Understand that the reason a child would ask a parent for such 
loans is because they are presumably unable to obtain financing 
through traditional sources (i.e., banks). This should tell you 
something. 

If parents nonetheless desire to provide this type of financial 
assistance to the child, they should approach it in the most 
business-like manner, and should carefully consider (1) the 
implications making the loan will have on their own ability to 

If you are going to treat the 
arrangement as a loan, you 
must be clear about the terms.
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provide for their future needs, and (2) how that loan will be offset 
at their death (should it remain unpaid) so that the other children 
can receive an equal share of the estate (as opposed to becoming 
the owners of an uncollectible obligation of their sibling).

Paying Family Member Caregivers
Often parents who need assistance and want to stay in their 
homes can only do so by having their children help with their 
care needs. Although paying children for this care is often the 
fair thing to do and provides a mutual benefit to both parties, 
such arrangements can be minefields if not handled carefully.

Michigan law and Medicaid policy assumes that children provide 
care for their parents gratuitously. As a result, such payments 
will be viewed as penalizing gifts if the parents later apply for 
Medicaid assistance. This presumption can only be offset by a 
carefully drafted Medicaid-compliant caregiver contract.

In addition, right or wrong, children expect their siblings to 
take care of their parents without compensation, even if they 
are not willing to do so themselves. Many court battles arise 
when one child has been living with or taking care of the 
parents, and the other children only learn at death that they 
have been compensated. It is common in such cases that the 
non-caregiving children seek to characterize these payments as 
an advance or even theft. 

Conclusion
Social and economic realities have given rise to a tension 
that exists between generations within families. The older 
generations often have some wealth, while the younger 
generations do not. Members of this older generation need 
to be thoughtful when making payments, loans, gifts and 
advances to their children. Where money is exchanged, clear 
written expressions of the intent and understanding of the 
arrangement is critical to avoiding problems down the road.
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